
Summer is around the corner: time for sunny, relaxing hours 
outdoors. Your tablet and smartphone will always have a 
strong Wi-Fi signal, for smooth music and video streaming. 
That’s the theory, anyway. Often, however, this is not the 
case on your balcony or in your garden. Your Wi-Fi slows right 
down and your shed on the other side of the garden is com-
pletely offline. It doesn’t have to be like that!
Thanks to the dLAN® WiFi Outdoor, you can have a great gar-
den party! Combined with an additional devolo dLAN® adap-
ter, it uses your mains supply as a data cable, turning every 
socket into a Wi-Fi hotspot. Tablets, smartphones and note-
books will benefit from fast Wi-Fi. And thanks to mesh func-
tionality, you will have Wi-Fi wherever you are. Even the long 
distance to the shed is easily covered with range+ Techno-
logy. And if a summer’s day happens to be rained off, it’s not 
a problem either: The dLAN® WiFi Outdoor is waterproof and 
can withstand any summer shower. 

dLAN® WiFi Outdoor

Whole Home Wi-Fi  – 
even in your garden!

dLAN® WiFi Outdoor
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Waterproof

High-speed Wi-Fi



•   Wi-Fi even in your garden. Have a relaxing time 
outdoors with smooth music/video streaming and 
surfing the net in your garden or on your balcony. 

•   A strong signal anywhere. Combined with an ad-
ditional devolo dLAN® adapter, the WiFi Outdoor 
turns your mains supply into a strong Powerline 
connection. 

•   Wi-Fi wherever you are. If you move around your 
house a lot, the mesh functionality will ensure that 
your devices always use the best Wi-Fi connection. 

•   Resistant. Thanks to its weather-resistant casing, 
the adapter can withstand any summer shower.

•   Effective. A huge benefit: devolo range+ Techno-
logy delivers a strong connection, even over long 
distances.

•   Simple and compatible. Plug & Play: gives you the 
perfect network instantly and is compatible with all 
routers and dLAN® Powerline adapters. 

•   Successful. Why is devolo your best choice? Innova-
tion developed in Germany, more than 300 awards 
and seals of quality, a full three-year guarantee and 
most importantly: millions of satisfied customers.
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Effective. devolo range+ Technology 
delivers a strong connection, even over 
long distances.
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